In this paper, we introduce a new generalization of geometric distribution which can also viewed as discrete analogue of weighted exponential distribution introduced by Gupta and Kundu(2009). We derive some distributional properties like moments, generating functions, hazard function and infinite divisibility followed by three methods of estimation of the parameters. A new characterisation of Geometric distribution have also been presented using the proposed distribution. Finally, we examine the model with real data sets.
Introduction
moments estimator and estimator obtained using proportion of zeros and mean. Moreover the proposed distribution can also be viewed as discrete analogue of weighted exponential distribution by Gupta and Kundu(2009) and Weighted version of geometric distribution (see Rao(1977, 1978) , Rao(1985) ), in fact we proposed our distribution using the later. The weight function proposed in this paper is w(x) = 1 − q α(x+1) , where α is the shape parameter the parameter q comes from the definition of geometric distribution. The theoretical and practical aspect of this new family is discussed. Interestingly, from the proposed distribution, some new characterizations for Geometric Distribution are shown. The paper is structured as follows, after definitions and basic distributional properties discussed in section 2, we present various results associated with proposed model in section 3. Then in Section 4 we present some characterisations of geometric distribution from the proposed model. In section 5 we consider statistical issues of parameter estimation. In the subsequent section it is shown that generated models give good fit for real data set.
Definition and Distributional Properties
Let X be a geometric rv defined as p X (x) = (1 − q)q x , for x = 0, 1, 2, 3, · · · , then for nonnegative weight function w(x) = 1 − q α(x+1) , let Y represents the weighted geometric rv having PMF p Y (y) = w(y)p X (y) E(w(X))
where
Thus, from (1) we have
Henceforth, we call rv defined in (2) as Weighted Geometric Distribution and denote it as Y ∼ WG(α, q), where 0 < q < 1 and α > 0. It can be observed straightly that as α → ∞, q α → 0, hence the proposed PMF(2) reduces to geometric distribution with PMF
Further the ratio of the two probabilities can be written as
with p 0 = (1 − q)(1 − q α+1 ). As the parameters 0 < q < 1 and α > 0, we can observe that, 1 − q α(y+1) < 1 − q α(y+2) < · · · , increases with y so that the ratio of probabilities in (3) decreases with increase in y, and hence the distribution is unimodal. Moreover, because p 2 y > p y+1 p y−1 for all y, the distribution is log-concave and strongly unimodal (see Keilson and Gerber 1971) . Therefore, WG(α, q) has all moments. For different values of parameters α and q, the PMF of WG(α, q) is presented in Figure 1 . As it has been noted that, WG(α, q) is log-concave and unimodal, it implies that there exist a variable y * (mode) that satisfies the following equation
hence under certain constraints on parameters we obtained the mode of WG(α, q) as follows, for 0 < q < 1/2 and α > 0 the mode of WG(α, q) is at origin, whereas for 1/2 < q < 1 and
the mode is at log q
is an integer, then there are joint modes at log q 1−q 1−q α+1 1/α and 1 + log q
. Here [.] denotes the integral part.
Moreover, by using series expansion(see, e.g., Graham et al., 1989, formula (7.46), p. 337)
where,
n is the Stirling number of the second kind, the n th raw moment of WG(q, α) is as follows
Thus the mean and variance of WG(q, α) are as follows.
Thus mean of WG(α, q) distribution decreases as α increases and increases as q increases.
The moment generating function(MGF) of a rv Y ∼ WG(α, q) can easily be computed from definition M Y (t) = E(e Y t ) and is given by following expression.
The survival and hazard rate function of WG(α, q) is given by the following expressions respectively:F
and
It can be seen that the hazard function is an increasing function of y and approaches (1 − q) as y → ∞. Moreover, hazard function increases with faster rate for lower value of q as well as for higher value of α.
The reversed hazard rate function (RHR) and the Second failure rate function(SRF)are given by the following equations respectively:
3 Some Results
Theorem 1: The negative binomial distribution N B(2, q) will be a limiting case of WG(α, q) distribution as α → 0. Proof: The proof is straight forward after trivial steps.
In last few decades, many methods were proposed in the literature to define discrete distributions which are discrete analogue of continuous rv(comprehensive survey of these methods can be seen in Chakraborty (2015)). Thus in order to explore the connection between continuous distribution with W GD(q, α), we make use of following method define as follows
A rv Y is said to be discrete analogue of continuous rv X if its PMF is defined as
then the discrete analogue of X with PMF
Hence by assuming e −λ = q, we get the result. 2
Stochastic representations: In the following theorem, stochastic representations of WG(q, α) distribution are shown, which can be useful for generating random number and characterization results we will be using later 
(b) Considering Y i ∼ Geo(q) for i = 1, 2, and using theorem 3(a), we get
further,
substituting the above result in 12, we get the desired result. 2
Theorem 4: Suppose X and Z be two dependent rvs with joint PMF given as
Then rv Y defined as Z − 1|X < α follows WG(α, q) distribution. Proof: Let X and Z are two discrete random variables, where X depends on Z, with the joint PMF as given below
; x = 0, 1, 2, and z = 1, 2, · · · Then the marginal probability mass function of X is given as
Further,
using (14),
hence, by substituting in (15), we get
Analogue to weighted exponential distribution, we can interpreted above as the discrete hidden truncation model. Suppose Z and X are two correlated discrete rvs with the joint PDF (13) and we can not observe X, but we can observe Z − 1 if X < α, then the observed sample can be regarded as drawn from a distribution with the PDF given in (2).
Theorem 5: If U and V are independent geometric rvs distributed with parameter q and q α+1 respectively, then U + V ∼ WG(α, q). Proof: Since U and V are independent geometric rvs with parameters q and q α+1 . Therefore
which is same as the MGF of WG(α, q) given in equation (5) . Hence by uniqueness theorem of moment generating functions we conclude that U + V ∼ WG(α, q).
∼ Geo(q α+1 n ) be two independent samples, then
The result of Theorem 5, can further be extended to obtained new generalized negative binomial distribution, and for its construction, let X 1 and X 2 follows independent Negative Binomial with parameters (r, q) and (r, q α+1 ) respectively, then the pmf of rv Y = X 1 + X 2 obtained using convolution definition as follows
We can call the above PMF as weighted negative binomial distribution with parameters (r, α, q).
Infinite Divisibility
Since the geometric distribution is infinitely divisible, hence it can be seen, in light of theorem 5, that Y ∼ WG(α, q) distribution is also infinitely divisible. Moreover, by factorization property of geometric law(feller,1957)
where U i1 and U i2 are independent negative binomial random variate with parameters (1/n, q) and (1/n, q α+1 ) respectively. A canonical representation of WG characteristic funciton(c.f.) follows from Lévy-Khintchine theorem stated as A complex values function ϕ defined on R is an infinite divisible c.f. iff log ϕ admits the representation
where γ ∈ R, G is bounded, non-decreasing, right continuous function on R such that G(−∞) = 0 and G(∞) < ∞. According to (16) ,c.f. of WGD can be written as
(1 − e it q)(1 − e it q 1+α ) which after factorisation represent in the form
and G(.) to be non decreasing function with jumps of magnitude k k 2 +1 q k + q (α+1)k at k = 0, 1, 2, · · · , we see that log ϕ(t) has a unique representation as given in (17) . Hence we conclude that WGD(q, α) is infinitely divisible.
Characterisation of Geometric Distribution using WG(α, q) Distribution
Following three theorems gives an alternate way of characterisation of geometric distribution which can also be viewed as simultaneous characterisation of WG(α, q) and geometric distribution. 
Then the distribution of Y 1 is Geo(q). Proof: By equation (10) we have for all α ≥ 1 and y ∈ N 0 ,
where c(α) = P (Y 2 + 1 ≤ α(Y 1 + 1)). In particular for α = 1 we have for all y ∈ N 0
Then for y = 0. we get f 2 (0) = C * (1 − q).
Further for y = 1, we have f (1) (f (0) + f (1)) = C * q(1 − q 2 ). Writing
f (0) , we observe θ 1 (1 + θ 1 ) = q(1 + q). For this quadratic equation in θ 1 the two solutions are q and −(1 + q) of which the second being negative is invalid. Thus f (1) = qf (0).
We claim f (y) = q y f (0) for all y ∈ N 0 . Note that it holds for y = 0, 1. Suppose this holds for y = 1, 2, · · · n. We shall prove that it holds for y = n + 1. From (19) we have
, WG(α, q) , where α being a positive integer and 0 < q < 1. Then Z − 1 follows Geo(q).
Proof: By assumption
where A(α, q) =
. Then for x ∈ N 0
Theorem 8 Suppose Y is a rv with support N 0 and probability generating function P Y (t) and the corresponding weighted distribution with weight function w(t) = 1 − q α(t+1) is WG(α, q), α ≥ 1, 0 < q < 1. Then Y follows Geo(q). Proof: Note that E(w(Y )) = 1 − q α P(q α ). Then the weighted distribution of Y corresponding to the weight function w(t) is given by
But by hypothesis
Thus from (21) and (22) we get
For Y to be a proper r.v. it is necessary that C(α; q) = 1 and hence Y ∼ Geo(q).
Estimation
In this section we discuss various methods of estimation of parameters α and q.
Moment Estimators
The Method of Moments(MM) estimators are obtained by equating the sample mean and
2 with the population moments defined in (6) and (7) respectively as
Hence, by solving the above equations we get moment estimators ofq andα in the closed form asq
Estimator based on proportion of zeros and ones(MP)
If p 0 , p 1 be the known observed proportion of 0 s and 1 s in the sample given as
solving the above equations the closed form solution forα andq is
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Let (x 1 , x 2 , · · · , x n ) be n random observations from WG(α, q). Then the log-likelihood function(l = log L(q, α|x)) for this sample is given by
Therefore the log-likelihood equations are given as follows.
As the above equations could not give closed solution for the parameter. We solve the above equation by numerical methods using the initial value of parameter obtained from either Moment estimator or by Method of Proportion. The second order partial derivatives are given as follows
The Fisher's information matrix of (q, α) is
which can be approximate and written as
whereq andα are the maximum likelihood estimators of q and α respectively. Also, as n → ∞ limiting distribution of √ n (q −q, α −α) distributed as bivariate normal with mean vector 0 and variance-covariance matrix
Data Analysis
In this section we apply WG(q, α) distribution to two data sets. The fist data is from Klugman et al.(2012) represents number of claims made by an automobile insurance policyholders. Whereas the second data set is also from (Klugman 2012) gives information 
Shankaran (1970)
Generalized Gemometric (GGD)
Bhati et al. (2015) Poisson -Inverse Gaussian (PIG)
about number of hospitalizations per family member per year. Here we apply method of maximum likelihood to estimate the parameter of our model using maxlik() function in R with initial value taken from method of moment discussed in section(5.1). The variance to mean ratio for dataset 1 and 2 are 1.357 and 1.075 respectively, which give clear sign of over dispersion. Hence, WG could be one of the possible choices. Further the list of distributions presented in Table ( 1) which are used for comparative study for data sets. 
2 /E i test and the corresponding p−value are being used.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a new generalization of geometric distribution which can also be viewed as a discrete version of weighted exponential distribution. We have derived some distributional properties of the proposed model and also we present three results on characterisation of geometric distribution from the proposed model. Unlike with other generalizations of geometric distribution, closed form expressions for estimation methods viz. method of moment and method of proportion are obtained. Proposed model give better fit for automobile insurance data. Some reliability properties of the proposed model can be looked as further work. Moreover a new extension of negative binomial distribution have also presented in the proposed work, which can further be explored. 
